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Abstrat
The minimum spanning tree, based on the onept of ultrametriity, is onstruted from
the orrelation matrix of stok returns and provides a meaningful eonomi taxonomy of
the stok market. In order to study the dynamis of this asset tree we haraterize it by
its normalized length and by the mean oupation layer, as measured from an appropriately
hosen enter. We show how the tree evolves over time, and how it shrinks partiularly
strongly during a stok market risis. We then demonstrate that the assets of the optimal
Markowitz portfolio lie pratially at all times on the outskirts of the tree. We also show
that the normalized tree length and the investment diversiation potential are very strongly
orrelated.
Keywords: portfolio optimization, time dependeny of stok orrelations, minimum span-
ning tree.
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Portfolio optimization is one of the basi tools of hedging in a risky and extremely omplex
nanial environment. Many attempts have been made to solve this entral problem starting
from the lassial approah of Markowitz [1℄ to more sophistiated treatments inluding spin
glass type studies [2℄. In all of these attempts, orrelations between asset pries play a
ruial role. A losely related problem is that of eonomi taxonomy. In his reent paper [3℄,
Mantegna suggested the study the lustering of ompanies by using the orrelation matrix of
asset returns suh that a simple transformation of the orrelations into distanes produes a
onneted graph. In the graph the nodes are the ompanies and the `distanes' between them
are obtained from the orrelation oeients and the lusters of ompanies are identied
by means of the minimum spanning tree. It turned out that in this way the hierarhial
struture of the nanial market ould be identied in aordane with the results obtained
by an independent lustering method based on Potts super-paramagneti transitions [4℄. In
another paper by Bonanno et al. [5℄, the time evolution of stok indies was studied and
signiant hanges in the world eonomy were identied by using appropriate time horizons
and the minimum spanning tree lustering method. The hierarhial struture explored by
the minimum spanning tree also seemed to give information about the inuential power of the
ompanies. The network of inuene was reently investigated by means of a time-dependent
orrelation method [6℄. Some other attempts have been made to understand the struture
of orrelation matries in a highly random setting using the theory of random matries [7℄.
In this paper, we study the minimum spanning tree determined from orrelations between
stok returns and all it an `asset tree'. Although this asset tree an reveal a great deal about
the taxonomy of the market at a given time, it only represents a snapshot of an evolving
omplex system. This evolution is a reetion of the hanging power struture in the market
and manifests the passing of dierent produts and produt generations, new tehnologies,
management teams, allianes and partnerships, amongst many other things. This is why
exploring the asset tree dynamis an provide us new insights to the market. Here, by
studying the time evolution of the asset tree we show that although the struture of the tree
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hanges with time, the ompanies of the optimal Markowitz portfolio are always on its outer
leaves. We also study the robustness of the tree topology and the onsequenes of the market
events on its struture. The minimum spanning tree, as a strongly pruned representative of
asset orrelations is found to be robust and desriptive of stok market events.
We start our analysis by assuming that there are N assets with prie Pi(t) for asset i
at time t. Then the logarithmi return of stok i is ri(t) = lnPi(t) − lnPi(t − 1), whih
for a ertain onseutive sequene of trading days forms the return vetor ri. In order to
haraterize the synhronous time evolution of stoks, we use the equal time orrelation
oeients between stoks i and j dened as
ρij =
〈rirj〉 − 〈ri〉〈rj〉√
[〈r2i 〉 − 〈ri〉
2][〈r2j〉 − 〈rj〉
2]
, (1)
where 〈...〉 indiates a time average over the trading days inluded in the return vetors.
These orrelation oeients forming an N × N matrix with −1 ≤ ρij ≤ 1, is then trans-
formed to an N×N distane matrix with elements dij =
√
2(1− ρij), suh that 2 ≥ dij ≥ 0,
respetively. The dijs fulll the requirements of distanes, even those of ultrametriity [3℄.
We now use the distane matrix to determine the minimum spanning tree (MST) of the
distanes, denoted by T, whih is a simply onneted graph that onnets all the N nodes of
the graph with N−1 edges suh that the sum of all edge weights,
∑
(i,j)∈T dij, is minimum. It
should be noted that in onstruting the minimum spanning tree, we are eetively reduing
the information spae from N(N −1)/2 separate orrelation oeients to N −1 tree edges.
The dataset we have used in this study onsists of daily losure pries for 116 stoks of
the S&P 500 index [8℄, whih were obtained from the Yahoo website [9℄. The time period
of this data extends from the beginning of 1982 to the end of 2000 inluding a total of
4787 prie quotes per stok, after the removal of a few days due to inomplete data. We
divide this data into M windows t = 1, 2, ..., M of width T orresponding to the number of
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daily returns inluded in the window. Dierent windows overlap with eah other, the extent
of whih is ditated by the window step length parameter δT , desribing the displaement
between two onseutive windows, measured also by the number of trading days. The hoie
of the window width is a trade-o between too noisy and too smoothed data for small and
large window widths, respetively. In our studies, T was set to be typially between 500 and
1500 trading days, i.e., 2 and 6 years, and δT to one month inluding about 21 trading days.
This is in aordane with the suggestions of the Basel ommittee [10℄.
In order to study the temporal state of the market we dene the normalized tree length
as
L(t) =
1
N − 1
∑
dij∈Tt
dij, (2)
where t denotes the time at whih the tree is onstruted, and N − 1 is the number of edges
present in the MST. To haraterize the position of ompanies in the graph, i.e., the layers on
whih the dierent nodes are loated at a given time, we introdue the onept of a entral
node. Although there is arbitrariness in the hoie of the entral node, we propose that it is
entral in the sense that any hange in its prie strongly aets the ourse of events in the
market on the whole. Thus the entral node would be the ompany whih is most strongly
onneted to its nearest neighbors in the tree. With this hoie the sum of the orrelation
oeients alulated for the inident edges would be maximum, and/or have the highest
vertex degree (the number of edges whih are inident with the vertex). It is also noted that
one an have either a stati (xed at all times) or a dynami (ontinuously updated) entral
node, without onsiderable eets on the results. In our studies, General Eletri (GE) was
hosen as the entral node, sine for about 70% of the period onsidered it was the most
onneted node. A typial asset tree is shown in Figure 1, where it is evident that ompanies
beome lustered by business setors.
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Figures 2 (a) and (b) show how the normalized tree length L and the mean orrelation
oeient, dened as ρ¯ = 1
N(N−1)/2
∑
ρij , where we onsider only the non-diagonal and
independent ρij , evolve with time. The two urves, indeed, look like mirror images, whih
is orroborated by the fat that the orrelation oeient is −0.96, indiating that the
minimum spanning tree is a strongly redued representative of the whole orrelation matrix
and bears the essential information about asset orrelations. As further evidene that the
MST retains the salient features of the stok market, it is noted that the 1987 market rash
an be quite aurately seen in Figure 2. The two sides of the ridge atually onverge as a
result of extrapolating the window width T → 0 [11℄. In Figure 2 (a), the mean orrelation
of stoks is very high during the rash. This is beause the market fores at strongly on all
the stoks and fore the market to behave in a unied way. Figure 2 (b) also strengthens
this fat: L(t) dereases indiating that the nodes on the graph are drawn loser together.
In order to haraterize the spread of nodes on the graph, we introdue the quantity of mean
oupation layer as
l(t) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
lev(vti), (3)
where lev(vi) denotes the level of vertex vi in relation to the entral node, whose level is
taken to be zero. We nd that l(t) reahes a very low value at the time of a market risis
(see Figure 3).
Next, we apply the above disussed onepts and measures to portfolio analysis. We
onsider a minimum risk Markowitz portfolio P (t) with the asset weights w1, w2, . . . , wN .
In the Markowitz portfolio optimization sheme nanial assets are haraterized by their
average return and risk, both determined from historial prie data, where risk is measured
by the standard deviation of returns. The aim is to optimize the asset weights so that the
overall portfolio risk is minimized for a given portfolio return [12℄. In the minimum spanning
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tree framework, the task is to determine how the assets are loated with respet to the entral
node. Intuitively, we expet the weights to be distributed on the outskirts of the graph. In
order to desribe what happens, we dene a single measure, the weighted portfolio layer as
lP (t) =
∑
i∈P
wi lev(v
t
i), (4)
where we have the onstraint wi ≥ 0 for all i, sine we assume that there is no short-selling.
Figure 3 shows the behaviour of the mean layer l(t) and the weighted minimum risk
portfolio layer lP (t). We nd that the portfolio layer is higher than the mean layer pratially
at all times. The dierene in layers depends to a ertain extent on the window width: for
T = 500 it is about 0.76 and for T = 1000 about 0.97. As the stoks of the minimum risk
portfolio are found on the outskirts of the graph, we expet larger graphs (higher L) to have
greater diversiation potential, i.e., the sope of the stok market to eliminate spei risk
of the minimum risk portfolio. In order to look at this, we alulated the mean-variane
frontiers for the ensemble of 116 stoks using T = 500 as the window width. In Figure 2
(), we plot the level of portfolio risk as a funtion of time, and nd a striking similarity
between the risk urve and the urves of the mean orrelation oeient ρ¯ and normalized
tree length L of Figures 2 (a) and (b). The orrelation between the risk and ρ¯ is 0.82, while
the orrelation between the risk and L is −0.90. Therefore, the latter result explains the
diversiation potential of the market better.
Finally, in order to investigate the robustness of the minimum spanning tree topology,
we dene the survival ratio of tree edges (fration of edges is found ommon in both graphs)
at time t as
σt =
1
N − 1
|Et ∩ Et−1|.
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In this Et refers to the set of edges of the graph at time t, ∩ is the intersetion operator
and |...| gives the number of elements in the set. Under normal irumstanes, the graphs at
two onseutive time windows t and t + 1 (for small values of δT ) should look very similar.
Whereas some of the dierenes an reet real hanges in the asset taxonomy, others may
simply be due to noise. We nd that as δT → 0, σt → 1 [11℄, indiating that the graphs are
stable in the limit, and hene our portfolio analysis is justied.
In summary, we have studied the dynamis of asset trees and applied it to portfolio
analysis. We have shown that the tree evolves over time and have found that the normalized
tree length dereases and remains low during a rash, thus implying the shrinking of the asset
tree partiularly strongly during a stok market risis. We have also found that the mean
oupation layer utuates as a funtion of time, and experienes a downfall at the time of
market risis due to topologial hanges in the asset tree. As for the portfolio analysis, it
was found that the stoks inluded in the minimum risk portfolio tend to lie on the outskirts
of the asset tree: on average the weighted portfolio layer is about 1 level higher, or further
away from the entral node, than mean oupation layer for window width of four trading
years. The orrelation between the risk and the mean orrelation was found to be quite
strong, though not as strong as the orrelation between the risk and the normalized tree
length. Thus it an be onluded that the diversiation potential of the market is very
losely related to the behaviour of the normalized tree length.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1 : A typial asset taxonomy (minimum spanning tree) graph onneting the examined
116 stoks of the S&P 500 index. The graph was produed using four-year window width
and it is entered on January 1, 1998. Business setors are indiated aording to Forbes,
http://www.forbes.om. In this graph, General Eletri (GE) was used as a a entral node
and eight layers an be identied.
Fig. 2 : Plots of (a) the mean orrelation oeient ρ¯, (b) the normalized tree length L
and () the risk of the minimum risk portfolio, as funtions of time. The risk is determined
with weight limits of zero lower bound (no short-selling) and unit upper bound (any asset
may onstitute the entire portfolio). For all plots the window width is T = 500, i.e., two
trading years.
Fig. 3 : Plots of mean oupation layer l and weighted portfolio layer lP as funtions of
time. This plot is based on the window width T = 1000, i.e., four trading years.
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